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The American Psychological Association contains members who work or study in the field of psychology.
Multiple research studies have shown that human memory is far from static. More so, the eye tracking data has
the potential to identify patterns amongst websites of lower or higher quality. Middle initial. The use of 12 pt.
The volume or page numbers of the referenced material are put in parenthesis. If you cite something in the
text, it must have a full reference on the final page of the project. The APA must be thinking that having a
cover attracts more consideration to the research. Perceived and objective usability and visual appeal in a
website domain with a less developed mental model. The beginning of the body once again starts with the
name of the survey, which must not be bold, underlined, or italicized. Title page Every research paper, if it is
not MLA, starts with a title page. It gives credit to the authors for ideas and research that you have
incorporated into your own paper. Other APA formatting number rules to keep in mind: Always include a zero
before a decimal point 0. Use EasyBib. Influences of retail brand trust, off-line patronage, clothing
involvement and website quality on online apparel shopping intention: Online apparel shopping intention.
Omit titles e. Check out EasyBib. To achieve this, insert page numbers flush right. Somerville: MA,
Candlewick Press. Begin with the running head at the top, as always. The impact of website quality
dimensions on customer satisfaction in the B2C e-commerce context. This page offers guidelines on how to
properly format your cover page, reference page the bibliography and general in-text citing. Use Times New
Roman, pt size. APA also requires double-spacing and the use of a font that is legible. Under the title, you
should type your first name, middle initial s , and last name. The rules are simple but strict. In all other
respects, the APA style is similar to the other guides. The emperor of any place. The page header should be
inserted flush left while the page numbering should be flush right and at the top of the page. A book reference
is structured one way, an APA journal is structured a different way, a newspaper article is another way. Using
both can potentially identify patterns amongst the biometric measures and the questionnaire, which would
strengthen the validity of the results. Showing a time, age, or date a. Each reference is organized, or structured,
differently. Where there is one, there must be the other!


